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DAYS OF NIDAH AND ZIVUS 
DAYS OF NIDAH (according to the Torah) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(a) Day one starts with the first sign of menses. Seven days of Nidah ensue, in which she is prohibited to her 

husband and has the status of an Av HaTumah. She can bleed the entire seven days. On the night of the eighth 

day if she does not experience bleeding the woman goes to the Mikvah and becomes Tehorah, starting the 

eleven days of Zivus. 

DAYS OF ZIVAH (according to the Torah) 
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 (b) The eleven days, that follow the seven days of Nidah, are "days of Zivah." 

Example of Zavah Ketanah 
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(c) If a woman experiences bleeding during these days for one or two consecutive days, she becomes a Zavah 

Ketanah and is Temei'ah. She is prohibited to her husband & has the status of an Av HaTumah. If she does 

not experience bleeding the following night and day, she may immerse in a Mikvah during the day to become 

Tehorah. She may even immerse on the morning immediately following the day on which she experienced 

bleeding, but her Tumah and Taharah are contingent upon whether or not she experiences bleeding afterwards 

on that day. She is called a Shomeres Yom k'Neged Yom, because she must *watch* the following day to 

confirm whether or not she experiences bleeding. 

Example of Zavah Gedolah 
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(d) If a woman experiences bleeding for three consecutive days during her eleven days of Zivah, she becomes a 

Zavah Gedolah. In order for her to become Tehorah, she must count "Shivah Neki'im”, seven "clean days" in 

which she experiences no other bleeding. On the morning of the seventh day she immerses in a Mikvah. If 

she does not experience bleeding during the rest of the day, she is Tehorah and is no longer a Zavah. A Zavah 

Gedolah also must bring a Korban Zavah to permit her to enter the Beis haMikdash or to eat Kodshim. This 

Korban is two Torim or two Benei Yonah, one offered as an Olah and one as a Chatas (VaYikra 15:25-30). 

(e) After the 18th day (7 of Nidah and then 11 of Zivus), she can no longer become a Zivah in this period of time.  

At the next sighting of blood the process starts over as a Nidah. 

Example of Bleeding on the Eleventh Day 
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 (f) In the matter of “only” bleeding on the 11th day in the cycle for Zivus, it is not possible to become Zavah 

Gedolah.  Nevertheless, she observes all the laws of Shomeres Yom k'Neged Yom. 

Example of Nidah Nowadays 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7         1 

8         2 9              3 10          4 11          5 12       6 13          7 14 Mikvah 

(g) Nowadays, Jewish women accepted upon themselves a double stringency: all menses blood in whatever time 

period are considered Nidah, and requires 7 clean days prior to going to Mikvah. 



DEGREES OF TUMAH 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 אבי אבות הטומאה

FATHER OF FATHERS OF TUMOS 

A human corpse 

A metal utensil that touches a corpse  

 

 אב

FATHER (AV) 

A person that touches a Avi Avos haTumah 

A Nevilah 

A limb from a living animal 

A dead Sheretz 

A Zav, Zavah, or a Metzora 

A metal utensil that touches an AV 

 ראשון

RISHON (FIRST DEGREE) 

Something that touches an AV 

A liquid (seven types) that touched something tameh 

(even a Rishon) becomes a Rishon (not a Sheni) (a 

rabbinical decree) 

 

 שני

SHENI (SECOND DEGREE) 

Food that touches a Rishon 

A Tevul Yom 

Human hands (rabbinical decree) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 שלישי

SHELISHI (THIRD DEGREE) 

Terumah or Kodshim that touches a Sheni 

 

 רביעי

REVI’I (FOURTH DEGREE) 

Kodshin that touches a Shelishi 



THE VARIOUS LEVELS OF TUM'AH  

 

THE VARIOUS 

LEVELS OF 

TUM'AH 

(A)  

WHAT ITEMS 

HAVE THIS 

TUM'AH? 

(B) 

IF ANY OF THE ITEMS 

IN COLUMN A 

TOUCHES ONE OF 

THESE... 

(C)  

THEN IT 

BECOMES: 

1)  
AVI AVOS  

HATUMAH  

1.a human corpse 

2.metal utensils 

that touch it  

a man.................  

metal utensils...........  

earthenware or food...  

Av  

Avi Avos  

Rishon  

2)  
AV 

HATUMAH  

1.man who touches  

Avi Avos  

2.utensils that  

touch that man 

3.Sheretz 

4.Neveilah 

5. Limb from a life 

animal 

6. Zav, Zavah or 

Metzora 

man, earthenware, or 

food..................  

metal utensils...........  

Rishon  

Rishon (or Av) 

3) RISHON 

1.an object or food  

that touches an Av 

2.liquids that touch  

anything from  

Sheni and up 

food.................. 

utensils 

Sheni 

Sheni *if* they  

touched 

liquids 

4) SHENI 

1.Tevul Yom 

2.food that touched  

a Rishon 

Terumah food.......... 

Kodshim food.......  

 

Shelishi or  

Pasul 

 

Shelishi 

5)  SHELISHI 

1.Terumah and  

Kodshim that  

touched a Sheni  

2.According to Rebbi 

Akiva, even 

Chulin that 

touched a Sheni  

Kodshim...........  Revi'i  (i.e. Pasul) 

6) REVI'I  
1.Kodshim that  

touched a Shelishi  
---  ---  



TUMAH OF A HUMAN CORPSE  אבי אבות הטומאה 

Tumah of a Human corpse includes many derivations, such as: 

• A kezayis of corpse flesh, 

• A complete spine and a complete skull, 

• A majority of skeleton frame or bones, 

• A quarter-kav of bones, 

• A ladleful of corpse-mold,  

• A barley's bulk of bone,  

• The covering stone and side stones of the grave. 

These items transmit tumah in three methods (with a few exceptions): 

• Through “Maga” physical contact with the source of tumah 

• Through “Masa” carrying (without direct contact) the source of tumah 

• Through Ohel (literally tent) being in the same room with or becoming a tent of the source of tumah. An 

Ohel is defined as a covered space that is at least one Tefach in length, width and height  

An item that becomes Tamei with Tumas Meis, must wait seven days to go to the Mikvah. Furthermore, on 

the third and seventh days it must have Mei Chatas (water mixed with ashes of the Parah Adumah) sprinkled 

on the tamei item. 

 

 אב

 

TUMAS SHERETZ טמואת שרץ  

(a) A Sheretz (a crawling pest - see Vayikra 11:29-38), even if it or a part of it is only the size of an Adashah 

(lentil bean), is an Av haTumah (Chagigah 11a).  

(b) In addition to Tum'as Maga, a dead Sheretz that is found in an earthenware oven makes the oven and all food 

or drink items that are in it Temeiim, whether the Sheretz touches them or not. 

(c) HaShem showed Moshe all Sheratzim, so that he could distinguish between the Tehorim and the Tameim. 

The eight Sheratzim that are Temeim that are mentioned in the Torah are: 

1. CHOLED - weasel [alt., a martin or an ermine (Aruch), a rat (Targum), mole or mole-rat (Aruch), or field mouse (Targum Yonason)]. 

According to the Gemara, it is a predatory animal that bores under the ground and undermines houses. 

2. ACHBAR - mouse; some sources appear to include also the rat  

3. TZAV – toad (Rashi Vayikra 11:29, Nidah 56a; or a Frog (Mishnah in Taharos 5:1per Rishonim). Alternatively, tortoise (ME'AM 

LOEZ, TIFERES YISRAEL to Taharos ibid.). According to the Septuagint it is the land crocodile (perhaps the monitor, see 

KO'ACH; a Talmudic source (Chulin 127a) indeed associates it with the salamander and snake). Others identify it with the ferret. 

4. ANAKAH - hedgehog; alt., beaver (RADAK). [The Septuagint translates it as a mole, shrew mouse or field mouse.] Rabeinu Sa'adya 

Gaon translates it as a gecko, which is up to five inches long with a soft speckled hide; "Anachah" denotes groaning and the gecko 

makes a groaning sound. 

5. KO'ACH - a lizard (RADAK quoting RASHI) [chameleon, according to the Septuagint.] From the translation of others it would 

appear to be the monitor or monitor lizard, the largest reptile in the Holy Land, growing as long as four feet. Living on the coast, the 

Negev, and Aravah, it eats rodents and reptiles (RADAK, RABEINU SA'ADYA GAON). 

6. LETA'AH - lizard; alt., the white lizard, or the great gecko. 

7. CHOMET - snail (RASHI) [alt., a lizard or the skink, a lizard with small legs of which there are four varieties in the Holy Land] 

8. TINSHEMES - mole (Rashi Chulin 63a) [alt., a large-headed lizard that burrows underground, probably a type of gecko] 

(Based on Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan's "The Living Torah" and other sources) 
 



 TUM'AS NEVEILOSטומאת נבלות 

A Neveilah is a carcass of a non-Kosher animal or a Kosher animal that died without a Halachic slaughtering (or 

that was slaughtered improperly). The Torah states, "You shall not eat anything that dies by itself (Neveilah). 

You shall give it to the stranger who is in your gates, that he may eat it, or you may sell it to a Nochri, for you 

are a holy people to HaShem, your Elokim." (Devarim 14:21). A person who eats a k'Zayis of Neveilah is 

liable to Malkus (RAMBAM Hilchos Ma'achalos Asuros 4:1) and a k'Zayis or more of a Neveilah makes a 

person or an object Tamei through Maga (contact). It is Metamei a Keli Cheres (an earthenware utensil) if it 

enters the utensil's interior and is Metamei a person with Tum'as Masa (by carrying it) to cause him, in turn, 

to be Metamei the clothes that he is wearing (RAMBAM Hilchos She'ar Avos ha'Tum'ah 1:1). 

 

 

Av HaTumah contacted through Maga (direct contact) whether touched willingly or unwilling. An Av may 

not touch or eat Terumah or Kodshim or enter the Azarah of the Beis Ha'Mikdash. However, the item can 

immediately immerse in a Mikvah. After nightfall it becomes Tahor and such a person may eat Terumah or 

Kodshim or enter the Azarah. 

 

 HECHSHER OCHALIN  הכשר אוכלים

(a) Foods may become Temei'im if they touch a source of Tum'ah only if they were wetted at some point in their 

history. Making foods wet in a manner that enables them to become Temei'im is called "Hechsher." From 

then on, even after they dry, they can become Temei'im. Wetting food with any of seven liquids (water, dew, 

oil, wine, milk, blood, and bee-honey) can enable the food to become Tamei.  

(b) The food can become Tamei only if the owner of the food was pleased that his food became wet. This is 

learned from the verse, "v'Chi Yutan Mayim Al Zera..." - "If water has been placed on seed and then the dead 

body [of a Sheretz] fell upon it, the seed is Tamei" (Vayikra 11:38). The word "Yutan" in the verse is written 

without a Vav, just like the word "Yiten" — "he places." However, according to the Mesorah, it is read 

"Yutan" — "it was placed." From this we learn that when water or other liquids fall on the food it is considered 

Hechsher only if their presence is desirable to the owner of the food (i.e. it is as though he himself applied 

them). 

(c) It is necessary only for the owner to desire the liquid; he need not desire that the liquid come into contact with 

the food. That is, even if the owner desires the liquid for an entirely different purpose, if the liquid later comes 

into contact with food it will enable the food to become Tamei. On the other hand, if the owner only intended 

to dispose of the liquid, it does not enable the food to become Tamei, since only liquids that are significant 

can cause Hechsher. It is only considered "Ki Yiten" when the liquid falls upon an object (with the will of the 

owner) that is detached from the ground. 

(d) The Gemara (Chulin 35b) learns from the verse "v'Dam Chalalim Yishteh" - "and it drinks the blood of those 

it has killed" (Bamidbar 23:24), that blood is compared to the liquids that bring about Hechsher Ochalin. 

(e) A person or utensil that contacted tumah can generally attain purification through immersion in a mikvah. No 

such mechanism, however, is provided for tamei food or drink; once they become tamei, they remain in that 

state forever. 

 

Shulchan Aruch (OC 158:4): If one eats something dipped in one of the seven liquids, for which the acronym 

is Yad Shochat Dam (Rema - wine, honey, oil, milk, dew, blood, and water), and it is not dry, he must wash. 

 

  



 

MIDAH KENEGED MIDAH 
)ויקרא יג, מה( והצרוע אשר בו הנגע בגדיו יהיו פרמים וראשו יהיה פרוע ועל שפם יעטה וטמא טמא יקרא  

Laws of Tzaraas upon People 

Tzaraas afflictions occur to a person in response to a person’s actions (doing one of seven sins): 

1) illicit sexual relationships; 2) haughtiness; 3) theft; 4) murder; 5) vain oaths; 6) Lashon 

hara; 7) stinginess (Arachin 16a) 

 (Mishnah Sotah 8b): HaShem repays a person according to how the person acts (whether for good or for bad). 

Sefer HaChinuch (positive mitzvah 171): The explanation of this matter is not known to the multitude. They 

apply the attribute of people to how HaShem operates. They believe people repay to others according to how 

they treat them whether for good or bad. However, this is not how HaShem functions. HaShem’s actions 

always reflect His love and mercy towards us. At all times, His Goodness is moderated according to the 

ability of the recipient to receive. When our holy Rabbis say HaShem repays a person according to how that 

person acts, the intention is that HaShem tailors the response of love according to the person’s actions 

(whether good or bad) in order to extend the blessing to that person or enable that person to do Teshuvah. 

Maharsha: HaShem responses according to a person’s actions in order that a person does not think rewards and 

punishments are chance occurrences. Therefore, a person would understand that true judgment exists and 

one should act accordingly. 

Chasam Sofer: The punishment from HaShem is not a thing separate from the sin. Rather the essence of the 

blemish can only be removed through this punishment. Thus the one that sins caused the punishment. 

Shaarei HaLeshem: The purpose of created being is to fix up this world.  To accomplish this goal HaShem 

provided the 613 Mitzvos.  When a Jew fails to do a mitzvah properly, then the “tikun” results in a 

punishment in this world or the next.  Since the punishment is only for the purpose of fixing the results of 

the misdeed, then the punishment is in exact relationship to the action. 

 

Sotah 11a: “and so too for good” that the person is rewarded in that measure (in a similar fashion) but actually 

HaShem’s measure of beneficence is greater than His measure of retribution, so that the reward will be 

quantitatively greater than the action itself. 

Rashi: For a good deed the person will receive a reward greater than the deed itself. 

Tosfos: G-d’s measure for reward is five hundred times as great has His measure for punishment.  Hence if a bad 

deed is punished measure for measure, for a good deed the person should receive a reward five hundred 

times as great as the deed itself. Citing the incident of Miriam, Tosefos calculates that Miriam’s waiting for 

a time must have waited about a third or a fourth of an hour (fifteen or twenty minutes) watching over Moshe, 

and then Bnai Yisrael waited in turn as a reward for Miriam for a total of one week (after she became a 

Tzaraas) which is close to 500 times as long. 

Yaaros Devash: explains why Tosfos mentions a third or a quarter of an hour.  According to the version of a 

third of an hour then every day has 72 units (3 per hour times 24) times 7 days equals 504.  According to the 

version of a fourth of hour, the first day was not a complete day since the activity occurred in the middle of 

the day, thus the delay of travel was only about five hours.  Plus, within the seven days one of the days was 

Shabbos which according to one opinion the Jews were already commanded not to travel past the techum.  

Thus, the delay in the travels of the Jews totaled five days and five hours, which totals 125 hours (exactly 

500 times greater than one-quarter of an hour). 

Maharsha: The expression “for a time” really means one hour that Miriam waited for Moshe.  She therefore 

merited that the Jews waited for her up to three weeks, had this been necessary.  However, once Miriam was 

healed after a week, there was no need for a longer wait. 

 



THE DEATH OF RABBAH   

(Bava Metziah 86a) (Rav Kahana): Rabbah died due to fear engendered by religious persecution. 

1. Someone informed on him that he causes thousands of Jews to avoid taxes (because they gather to learn from 

him) for a month in spring and a month in fall (Yarchei Kallah one month prior to Pesach and one month prior 

to Rosh HaShana). The king sent an emissary for Rabbah but could not find him. Rabbah fled from Pumbedisa 

to Akra, then to a swamp, to Shechin, to a hut, to a spring, then back to Pumbedisa. They found him in 

Pumbedisa.  

2. The King's emissary came to lodge at the inn Rabbah was in. They put drinks in front of the emissary; they 

took it away after he drank two cups. (Drinking an even number made him vulnerable to a certain Shed.) His 

face went in back of his head. Rabbah told them to give to him another cup, and the emissary was cured.  

3. This made the King’s emissary realize that Rabbah was there. He searched for him and found him. He said 'if 

they will kill me for not revealing where Rabbah is, I will die, and not reveal. However, if they will torture me, 

I will reveal.'  

4. The King’s emissary locked Rabbah in a room (to allow time to consider what to do). Rabbah prayed for mercy, 

and the wall fell. He escaped to the swamp. He was sitting on a 

stump and learning.  

5. (Shitah Mekubetzes - Rabbah dreamed that) the Heavenly 

academy was discussing about Tzara'as when in doubt 

which came first, the white hair or the discoloration.  

HaShem (Shitah - a group of Chachamim close to) said 

Tahor, and the rest of the Heavenly academy said Tamei.  

6. The Heavenly academy decided that Rabbah would decide the matter, since Rabbah used to comment 'I am the 

most learned scholar alive in matters of Tzara'as and Tum'ah of an Ohel.'  

7. The angel of death was sent to take him. He could not, for Rabbah never ceased learning. A wind made a big 

noise among the reeds; Rabbah thought it was a troop searching for him. Rabbah preferred to die than to be 

taken by the kingdom. He died amidst saying 'Tahor, Tahor.'  

8. A voice from Heaven: Happy is Rabbah. His body is Tahor, and his soul left amidst saying 'Tahor'.  

9. In Pumbedisa, a note fell from Heaven that Rabbah was taken to the Heavenly academy. (Maharal says this 

idea suddenly entered their minds, and this is symbolically called “a note that fell from Heaven). Abaye, Rava 

and all the Rabanan wanted to bury him, but they did not know where he was. They went to the swamp. They 

saw birds making shade over a certain place, and realized that is the place. (The birds provided shade preventing 

deterioration) 

10. They eulogized him for three days and nights. A note fell from Heaven excommunicating anyone who will 

leave. They eulogized him for seven days; a note fell from Heaven permitting them to go home.  

 

The Gemara's account of this incident raises several questions.  

(a) How could the students in the Yeshiva of Shamayim argue with the ruling of HaShem?  

(b) If they did argue with Him, why did Rabbah not rule in accordance with the majority opinion (in accordance 

with Shemos 23:2)?  

(c) Why was it necessary for Rabbah to be taken from this world in order to resolve the argument? Why could 

they not have asked him for his ruling while he was alive?  

(d) The RAMBAM (Hilchos Tum'as Tzara'as 2:9) rules that in a case of a doubt about whether the white hair 

preceded the Baheres (the discoloration), the Nega is Tamei. Why does the Rambam rule against the opinion 

of HaShem and against the conclusion of Rabbah?  

If the Tzara'as (white appearance on the 

skin) preceded the white hair, he is 

(absolutely) Tamei; if the white hair 

came first, he is Tahor (i.e. only 

quarantined) VaYikra 13:2-3 



(e) How do we understand what Rabbah represented? 



ANSWERS:  
(a) RABEINU CHANANEL (as cited by the Shitah Mekubetzes) writes that the argument that occurred in the 

Yeshiva of Shamayim was shown to Rabbah in a dream. The dispute actually took place between two groups 

of Tzadikim. The group closer to the radiance of the Shechinah ruled that the Nega is Tahor, and the group 

farther away from the Shechinah ruled that it is Tamei. This was shown to Rabbah in a dream so that he would 

leave the world with a calm, settled spirit.  

The BEN YEHOYADA gives a similar explanation, but he says that in the dream that was shown to Rabbah, it 

indeed was HaShem who ruled that the Nega is Tahor and not the group of Tzadikim closer to the Shechinah. 

He adds that this dream was shown to Rabbah in order to show him the infinite pleasure that a Tzadik 

experiences in the World to Come, so that he would yearn to go there and agree to leave this world. The Ben 

Yehoyada adds that the reason why an argument was shown to Rabbah (and not just the pleasure experienced 

by the Tzadikim in the World to Come) was so that Rabbah would respond to the inquiry, "Tahor," and thus 

his soul would leave this world while he was teaching a Halachah and uttering the word "Tahor." This 

symbolized that his soul would cling to its holy Source above, which is completely Tahor.  

RAV YAKOV EMDEN answers differently and explains that the students of the Yeshiva of Shamayim did not 

actually argue with HaShem. They stated their opinion first, and only afterwards HaShem stated His opinion. 

The Gemara here changes the order merely out of deference.  

(b) The MAHARSHA answers that the rule that the majority opinion must be followed applies only in this world. 

Thus, Rabbah did not follow the opinion of the majority in the Yeshiva of Shamayim.  

(c) The MAHARSHA explains similarly that Rabbah had to be taken from this world in order to issue his ruling 

on the matter because he could not have decided the matter in this world. Since the majority opinion must be 

followed in this world, his ruling would not have been accepted because it contradicted the majority opinion. 

Therefore, he had to be taken to the Yeshiva of Shamayim, where it is acceptable to rule against the majority.  

(d) The BEN YEHOYADA explains that the Rambam rules that such a Nega is Tamei, in contradiction to the 

ruling of HaShem Himself, because the Rambam understands this incident to be a dream that Rabbah saw. 

Hence, there is no indication that in reality HaShem ruled that it is Tahor.  

The KESEF MISHNEH writes that even if the argument in Shamayim actually occurred, the Halachah does 

not necessarily follow opinions that are expressed in Shamayim, as the verse says, "Lo ba'Shamayim Hi" 

(Devarim 30:12).  

This, however, explains only why the Rambam rules against the ruling of HaShem. How, though, could Rambam 

rule against the ruling of Rabbah?  

The KESEF MISHNEH answers that Rabbah stated his ruling at the moment that his Neshamah left his body, 

and thus the rule of "Lo ba'Shamayim Hi" applies to his ruling as well.   

The CHASAM SOFER adds that even if Rabbah spoke his decision before he passed away, there was no living 

human who heard it from him (he died alone in the field).  Thus, the entire narrative and the halachah recorded 

must have been communicated to the Sages through a spiritual medium (such as a Bas Kol, a dream or from 

Eliyahu).  Thus, the principal that “It is not in the Heaven” would apply to such a spiritual medium and then 

would apply as well to Rabbah’s ruling. The CHASAM SOFER states that this principal “It is not in the 

Heaven” is a fundamental concept in Judaism.  Otherwise heavenly signs and dreams would decide halachic 

rulings. 

(e) The LUBAVITCHER REBBE offers a different viewpoint. HaShem (those Chachamim closest) represents 

a level where all is nullified and thus says “Tahor” (one time).  The Yeshivah of Shamayim represents a level 

where G-dliness is surrounding but not penetrating and thus, doubt must be treated stringently “Tamei”. Rabbah 

as the unique one in matters of Tzara’as is able to offer a third opinion incorporating and reconciling the other 

two opinions in which he says “Tahor, Tahor” in both above this world and in this world (and we decide 

Halacha per the reconciler). 

  



 
ONLY JEWISH WOMEN BECOME TAMEH BY GIVING BIRTH 

ר ֶאל ב ,פרק יב ויקרא בֵּ ת ָיִמים -דַּ עַּ ָאה ִשבְּ ָטמְּ ָדה ָזָכר וְּ ָילְּ ִריעַּ וְּ זְּ אֹמר ִאָשה ִכי תַּ ל לֵּ ָראֵּ י ִישְּ נֵּ בְּ

ָמא  ֹוָתּה ִתטְּ ת דְּ י ִנדַּ  ִכימֵּ

 מאין בלידהבני ישראל מטמאין בלידה ואין עובדת כוכבים מט תורת כהנים

The Gemara (Shabbos 135a) establishes a general principle: all mothers that becomes tameh during the birth, the 

male child is given a bris milah at eight days; whereas all mothers that do not become tameh during birth, the 

child is not given a bris milah at eight days, but upon the day of the birth. 

Thus, a non-Jewish mother gives birth (and does not become tameh due to birthing) and then converts, the child 

is given a bris immediately.  And there are other practical differences. 

THE EIGHTH DAY OVERRIDES SHABBOS 

ּיֹום  ג ,פרק יב ויקרא ִמיִני ּובַּ שְּ ר ִיּמֹול הַּ שַּ ָלתֹו בְּ  :  ָערְּ

 ביום ואפילו בשבת שבת קל"ב א'

It would have been enough for the verse to say “in the eighth (without the word day), one should circumcise.” 

Therefore, the Gemara understands that the addition of the word ביום indicates specifically the day of the 

eighth, even if it is Shabbos. 

In many places the word יום implies a limitation of the day, but not night, perhaps also concerning circumcision 

the word here might also mean to exclude the night (and not an inclusion of Shabbos).  However, an early 

verse in Lech Lecha limits this mitzvah to day and not night, thus this verse is open for an inclusion to include 

even on Shabbos. 

One should understand that the concept of a circumcision overriding Shabbos applies only to the act itself but not 

to the preparations (for example, bringing a knife on Shabbos through the Reshus HaRabim).  This follows 

another general principle: all that is possible to do before Shabbos, can not be done on Shabbos. However, 

Tosefos (Gittin 7b) states that the principle of circumcision overriding Shabbos does mitigate another 

principle that what a Jew can not do (even from a Rabbinical restriction) one can not ask a non-Jew to do that 

action )אמירה לנכרי(. But in the case of circumcision on Shabbos, one can ask a non-Jew to bring the knife. 

One should understand that another general principle does not apply in the case of circumcision on Shabbos, the 

principle of concern that we forbid a positive mitzvah since the Rabbis were concerned that someone would 

carry an object four amos on Shabbos (i.e. Shofar, lulav).  The principle of permission to do a circumcision 

on Shabbos (permission from the Torah to override Shabbos) is not subject to the Rabbinical decree to not 

permit. 

DON’T SEE NEGAIM ON A CHASAN OR FOR YOM TOV 

ָמא:   יד ,פרק יג ויקרא י ִיטְּ ָראֹות בֹו ָבָשר חַּ יֹום הֵּ  ּובְּ

יש יום שאתה רואה בו ויש יום שאי אתה רואה בו, חתן נותנים לו שבעת ימי  תורת כהנים

 משתה, ברגל נותנים לו שבעת ימי הרגל

Know that the Torah provided the Rabbis the option to select the days that were exempt from seeing.  This is the 

judgment of the Ritva.  And this is evident from this statement since a Chasan from the Torah, has only the 

one day of the wedding, yet the Rabbis proclaimed the exemption for a seven day period. 



 

ּיֹום  ג ,פרק יב ויקרא ִמיִני ּובַּ שְּ ר ִיּמֹול הַּ שַּ ָלתֹו בְּ  :  ָערְּ

The Medrash asks why a child waits to the eighth day to be circumcised and answers that this period enables the 

child to gather strength.  The Medrash does not explain the source for this concept. 

It is possible to explain from an understanding of the creation of the world.  At the time of the creation of the 

world during the first six days, all the creations were weak and sickly until the arrival of Shabbos, which 

brought healing and strengthening to all the creations.  This is the blessing of Shabbos. 

Thus, once eight days have based for any child, then a Shabbos has occurred which enabled a strengthening of 

the child to allow for the circumcision.  The rule was established for all children even those that had a Shabbos 

earlier than their eighth day. 

Why do the circumcision on the eighth day, shouldn’t it be on the seventh day? Seven full units represent the 

concept of reaching a completeness or maturity.  For example, one opinion in halacha is that we wait till after 

the seventh day to bless the new moon, since only at that point the light reflected by the new moon is complete. 

Other examples of seven days include the concept of Nidah, Shmitah, Metzora, holidays, days of celebration, 

days of mourning, etc.  

From this verse in VaYikra the Rabbis also learn that circumcision on the eighth day overrides Shabbos.  And 

some ask why don’t the Rabbis make a decree not to do a circumcision on Shabbos, since we might be 

concerned that someone would carry items needed for the circumcision though the Reshus HaRabim. 

We could answer that such a rule was made for Shofar (Rosh HaShana) and lulav (Sukkos) since most people are 

not experts in the declaration of the first of the month and the fifteenth of the month.  Thus, it is possible that 

the day of Shabbos is not really the time to do the mitzvah of Shofar or Lulav.  And due to this confusion it 

would not be enough for that Mitzvah to override the sanctity of Shabbos. 

This reasoning does not apply to the eighth day of a new-born child, since the day of birth is known, and thus, no 

such reason to apply a decree for concern regarding this type of mitzvah on Shabbos. 

Nevertheless, Rabbi Epstein seeks a reason for the concept of circumcision overriding Shabbos.  He is not satisfied 

with the reason that bris milah and Shabbos are both signs, since why would the bris override Shabbos (and 

not the other way). 

Thus, he proposes that a main concept of the bris milah is the foundation that a difference exists between the Jews 

and the rest of humanity.  Non-Jews are not supposed to keep a night and day of Shabbos commands, since 

after the Flood (Bereshis 8, 14) non Jews were commanded ויום ולילה לא ישבתו (not to keep a full day of 

Shabbos). Therefore, the mitzvah of Milah (the first command to the Jewish people) is the initial preparation 

of a Jew to be obligated in the command of Shabbos. And thus, the earlier mitzvah of Milah would by logic 

override the mitzvah of Shabbos. 

Another matter to discuss: why is a child considered strong enough for the bris milah after seven complete days, 

but for the Pidyon haBen we wait for 30 days to pass?  It is possible to answer that the majority of children 

are strong enough after seven days.  Thus, we go after the majority in most laws of Torah.  However, regarding 

the Pidyon haBen, we are attempting to remove money. In cases of money we do not go after a simple 

majority, but need a “super” majority that almost all children would be healthy, which only happens after 30 

days. 
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Non-Kohen Performing a Temple Service 

א הּוא ִאיש־ָצרּועַּ  :מד,ויקרא יג  הּוא ָטמֵּ

Baal HaTurim: The noun א ,appears twice in Tanach: once here and once in Vayikra 20,3 ָטמֵּ ן עַּ מַּ א לְּ ּמֵּ ָדִשי טַּ ֶאת־ִמקְּ  
in order to contaminate My Sanctuary. This connection alludes to the concept that a non-Kohen who performs 

a Temple service will be afflicted with Tzaraas. Thus, if a non-Kohen entered the Temple to perform a service, 

the Kohen would declare him tameh.  So it is written regarding King Uzziah (Divrei HaYamim II 26,19) , “and 

he had a censor in his hand to burn incense (i.e. he usurped the service of the Kohen)…the tzaraas shone on his 

forehead. 

This punishment of Tzaraas does not appear in any of the lists of transgressions that are punished by Tzaraas, 

which indicates that this transgression is different.  

Perhaps all the other transgressions have a cleansing process implying they are curable. However, this 

transgression of performing the Temple service (reserved for a Kohen) has no cure. Accordingly King Uzziah 

remained a Metzora for the rest of his life.  

 

Ten Afflictions of Tzaraas 

ת זֹאת :ויקרא יג,נט ת תֹורַּ עַּ ע־ָצרַּ  ֶנגַּ

Baal HaTurim: There are ten passages which speak of Tzaraas afflictions, including of a person’s body, of 

garments, and of houses. This implies that if a person keeps the Ten Commandments, one would be saved from 

these ten afflictions. 

There are six afflictions regarding the body of a person:  
(1) an affliction of a person’s body which erupts from the person’s skin of the flesh (13,1-18) 
(2) an affliction which is within the healthy, live flesh (13, 9-17) 
(3) an affliction which spreads from a scarring of the inflammation (13, 18-23) 
(4) an affliction which is the result of a burn from a fire (13, 24-28) 
(5) an affliction on the scalp or in the beard (13, 29-37) 
(6) an affliction of posterior or frontal baldness (13, 40-46) 

Another four afflictions regarding one’s property: 
(7) an affliction of a woolen garment or a linen garment 
(8) an affliction of a woolen warp or the woof 
(9) an affliction of leather or leather utensils (13, 47-59) 
(10) an affliction of the walls of a house (14, 33-57) 
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The Kohen 

 ְלנֶַגע ָצָרַעת ְוהּוָבא ֶאל־ַאהֲרֹן ַהכֵֹהן אֹו ֶאל־ַאַחד ִמָבנָיו ַהכֹהֲִנים :יג,ב ויקרא

The Sforno explains that one aspect of the qualification of the Kohen to pronounce the leper as impure or pure is based on 

a verse in Malachi, “The lips of the Kohen are the keepers of the daas (wisdom).” After the Kohen pronounces the 

individual as tamei (contaminated) and he is sent outside of all the camps to remain alone, the Kohen instructs the leper 

how to introspect and reflect on his behavior, since leprosy only comes about because of a  spiritual failing. The Kohen 

instructs him how to repent in order for his supplications for recovery should be received by G-d. In addition, the Kohen 

will also pray on his behalf as well. The leper will only be able to recover through repentance and not through any 

medical treatment, since the cause of his state and condition came about through speaking lashon hara.  

Tzaraas on Clothes 

 ְוַהֶבֶגד ִכי־ִיְהֶיה בֹו נֶַגע ָצָרַעת :מז, גי  ויקרא

The Sforno in his lengthy commentary on this section makes the following points: 

1) The discolorations mentioned in verse 49, namely green and red, can not appear in a white, natural garment 

naturally. 

2) Therefore, this phenomenon is heaven-sent for the purpose of alerting the owner of the garment (or the 

house) to take stock and repent for their actions. 

3) The fact that these laws do not apply to non-Jews serves for the Sforno to stress again that man is the 

crown of creation chosen to imitate G-d through power of reason and freedom of choice. However, the 

bulk of mankind did not realize this awesome responsibility except for the Jews. Even among the Jews 

only a relatively small number attained the level of excellence which G-d had ordained for them. G-d 

repeatedly reminds them to mend their ways and return to G-d. One of these methods is the afflictions of 

Tzaraas. Thus, it is understandable that these laws do not apply to the non-Jews for the Tzaraas afflictions 

are a miraculous lesson reserved only for those who understand their ultimate purpose and act accordingly. 

4) Based on the above, the Sforno explains that the visiting of these afflictions upon the Jews is motivated 

by G-d’s compassion for them and His desire that they repent and accept their historical mission to be a 

holy people. The special providence enjoyed by the Jews is manifested by His ongoing attention and 

concern which, ironically also carriers with it those special reminders. It is precisely because the Jews 

reached a high level of holiness that their misdeeds create such vulnerability. Once the Jews descended 

from that exalted plateau, they are no longer worthy to be singled out for such direct, wondrous Divine 

reminders. That is why we do not witness these phenomena today or for many generations. 
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“On the eighth day, the flesh of his foreskin shall be circumcised.” (VaYikra 13,2) 

Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh cites Zohar who explains that Adam was initially created without a foreskin. However, 

as a result of partaking of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, the foreskin evolved. The 

foreskin is an expression of the impurity and evil that Adam had brought within himself as a result of eating of 

the fruit of the Tree. The foreskin, which is a covering of the male organ, represents the evil contained within 

the fruit, which creates an impurity within the person and thus does not allow one to have a sense of spirituality. 

One’s capacity for spirituality is totally obstructed. With the foreskin in place, one is not able to internalize 

spirituality or be sensitive to spiritual concepts. It is because the individual is entombed in the impurity that is 

represented by the foreskin. G-d gave the mitzvah of circumcision to the Jewish people to remove that impurity 

to give them a capacity to come upon spiritual horizons. With this, we can understand and appreciate the severity 

of the liability for remaining in an uncircumcised state. The bringing the Pascal sacrifice and circumcision are 

the only two positive commandments that if one remains in a passive state and does not fulfill them, he will be 

liable for spiritual excision. Regarding all other instances of the liability of spiritual excision, one needs to 

actively transgress a negative commandment in order to be cut-off from G-d. It is because if one is 

uncircumcised he does not have the capacity to have a relationship with G-d because he is entombed in spiritual 

impurity. 

If the appearance of the nezek has remained the same …, then he is pure, so the Kohen shall pronounce him pure. 

(VaYikra 13,37) 

The Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh would like to reconcile the apparent contradiction between two opposing views 

found in the Medrashim. In Vayikra Rabbah (22:1) it states that everything was given to Moshe at Sinai – even 

that which a student would innovate in the future. However Bamibar Rabbah (19:7) says that Rabbi Akiva gave 

interpretations that Moshe didn’t know. There are many other sources regarding these two views. It would 

appear that the reconciliation of these views is that in truth that all the Torah was told to Moshe. And therefore 

no scholar can possibly know more than Moshe did. And that is true across the generations from the day the 

Torah was given until the Messianic days – there were no new Halachos that weren’t known to Moshe. The 

explanation is that G d in fact gave Moshe the Written and Oral Torah. G d in His wisdom also encoded in the 

Written Torah the entire Oral Torah that he had taught Moshe. However He did not tell Moshe how the Oral 

Torah was encoded in the Written Torah. Ascertaining this encoding is in fact the work for all those engaged in 

Torah study. They are to determine where the halacha which was given to Moshe and the secrets and 

interpretations are alluded to in the Written Torah. Thus we find that the Tanaim came and composed works 

such as Torah Kohanim and the Sifrei. Thus all their analyses of the verses are to determine where the known 

halacha is encoded in the Written Torah. This work which continues until the present is the holy work of Torah 

scholars to investigate the verses of the Bible and reconcile them with the Oral Torah. This effort is call Eretz 

HaChaim. This knowledge of exactly how the Oral Law was encoded in the Written Law was not given by G d 

to Moshe. It is in reference to this encoding that our Sages state that Rabbi Akiva made interpretations that 

Moshe didn’t know. This doesn’t mean that Moshe didn’t know the basis of the interpretations since after all 

everything was transmitted by him even that which a student would say in the future. However he didn’t know 

how the Oral Law was hinted at in the Written Law. This is the key to understanding the present issue where 

Hillel expounded the halacha from the verse that which was said to Moshe orally and G d did not reveal this 

halacha to Moshe from the verse. It was left for Hillel to find how this halacha was encoded in the verse. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the Parsha According to the Rebbe 

QUESTION: Or HaChaim explains the first verse as follows:  אישה this is the Jewish people תזריע this is 

the service of the Jews doing good deeds and mitzvos וילדה זכר resulting in the “birth” of 

the redemption. Why are the Jews referred to as a woman?  

ANSWER: The word אישה expresses the concept of connection and desire to the man (HaShem). This 

desire is part of our soul.  And when we bring forth this desire by doing good deeds and 

mitzvos, we “sow” the environment to be able to give “birth” to the final redemption. 
(236 'עמ, אלקוטי שיחות כרך )              

QUESTION: First one cleans the garment (using soap and water) and then Rashi explains a second 

cleaning refers to immersion in a Mikvah.  What is the lesson for us? 

ANSWER: The main reason for Tzra’as is punishment for Lashon HaRa. Teshuvah involves two parts: 

first, a person must repent with complete atonement to remove the defect created by the sin; 

second, a person adds in purity to achieve favored status again with HaShem.  

(92 'עמ, זלקוטי שיחות כרך )         

QUESTION: How does the name of the Parsha which implies seeding for new items, fit with the contents 

of the Parsha that discuss matters of tumah? 

ANSWER: Purpose of all punishments (distancing from HaShem), like the spiritual disease of Tzara’as, 

is to cause a seeding תזריע and a new birth within a person for the good of life.  
(70 'עמ, כבלקוטי שיחות כרך )               

QUESTION: Why does this law require a Cohen to pronounce the status of a Metzorah? 

ANSWER: A Metzorah is a very stringent form of tumah, requiring one to be sent out of all three camps 

and to live alone. A Cohen is a person based on Chesed.  This teaches an important lesson in 

Ahavas Yisrael.  Even when a fellow Jew needs to be chastised, one must examine oneself 

to be sure that it is done out of love.            ( 88 'עמ, כזלקוטי שיחות כרך)  

QUESTION: When a significant part of the body has Tzara’as, then one becomes Tameh.  However, if 

the entire body is covered with Tzara’as, then one is tahor.  What is the logic? 

ANSWER: When a part of the body has the “disease” then obviously one is sick.  However, if the entire 

body is covered with this appearance, then the body is not sick, but this is the natural state 

of this body. Thus, the same concept exists with the Geulah. When the entire world seems to 

be involved with suffering and injustice (diseased) then this is a sign that the Geulah is near 

since it is not dependent on the order of the world.       ( 77 'עמ, לבלקוטי שיחות כרך)   
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